His Eagle Eye Picks Spring Work

By C. W. STROUSE
Greenkeeper Highlands Country Club, Grand Rapids, Mich.

FIRST of all, to get my course in shape for spring, I always run an eagle eye thoroughly over our layout. I make a general survey of all drain lines, prepare to re-seed all grass greens, tees and bad spots in fairways.

All greens and tees are top-dressed with a good sandy loam, using sulphate of ammonia and milorganite. After this is worked into the turf in good shape they are kept moist if the weather is dry. I use a light roller about twice a week to keep them smooth until the mowers are put in use every day. As soon as the fairways are dry enough I roll them with a medium-heavy roller to smooth them out; the mowers do the rest.

The traps are all cleaned out and kept that way all during the season. Trees are cleaned and trimmed so they have the appearance of a well kept estate. The rough is all burned off in the early spring so that when it comes up it will also be clean.

All buildings are painted each spring to give them a neat appearance. Tools, tee boxes, benches and flagpoles are gone over and painted during the winter.

Later in the spring our greens and tees are ready for another top dressing. This winter we are setting out about a hundred and fifty more trees which will add to the beauty of our course.

GLANCE through the bag rack some evening, or check the bags as they come in—and see how many of your members actually NEED new clubs. You know better than anyone else—and they’ll listen to you, too . . . .

Let them heft the Driver, Brassie and Spoon in a Vulcan SET O’ THREE Matched Woods, or tease them with a set of Vulcan STAINLESS Matched Irons numbered 1 to 8. Ten to one they’ll share your appreciation of fine golf clubs—and you’ll make a lot of mighty profitable sales.

And when they ask you about VULCAN Clubs—be ready for them. If you’re not already fixed up, send quick for a 1928 Catalog and we’ll reply at once—outline for you our attractive plan of co-operation with Pros.

VULCAN GOLF COMPANY
Portsmouth, Ohio, U. S. A.

Here’s an example of Vulcan Character—These are the V-10s—Driver, Brassie and Spoon. A Set o’ Three—no finer clubs are built. Beautiful finish—faultless workmanship—and it all shows. These clubs will sell all right.